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In large-scale distributed environment, the event engine and its related 
technologies provide an effective solution for the many-to-many asynchronous 
communication among distributed systems. However, the event system still faces two 
challenges--how to improve the distribution efficiency of event and how to enhance 
the compatibility between event system and heterogeneous system. To counter these 
problems, this paper makes a further research on the service-oriented event engine. 
At first, this paper proposes a service-oriented event engine which enhances the 
distribution efficiency of event through the service-based fixed-point routing 
technology, the compatibility of the event engine for heterogeneous system through 
web service technology. Concretely speaking, this paper researches on 
service-oriented event engine in four aspects :(1) extends a publish/subscribe model 
applicable to the service environment; (2) extends the description methods of the 
event and theme Topic; (3) proposes a method to describe the routing strategy through 
a service sequence; (4) describes the proposed method for event routing. 
Then, thesis gives a feasible implementation for the service-oriented event 
engine. Based on the SOA, the achieved event engine uses ActiveMQ to realize the 
publish/subscribe of theme, and uses Camel to complete the routing of event. With the 
characteristics of strong scalability, the achieved event engine can also be directly 
applied to system integration in the Web service environment.  
At last, reference to the supply of materials in the automobile manufacturing 
execution engine, this paper introduces a detailed using method of the event system, 
makes a comparison between traditional programs and the event engine program, and 
high-lights the importance of the event system to solve the distributed system 
integration. 
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第一章  绪论 
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事件。目前，现有的应用比较广泛的事件引擎可以分为 2 类： 
（1）基于主题的事件引擎，代表性产品有 HornetQ，JOARM，OpenJMS，
ActiveMQ 等； 
（2）基于内容的事件引擎，又可以分为基于 Map 的和基于 XML 的事件引
擎，其中基于 Map 有 Gryphon[8]，SIENA[9]，JEDI[10]和 Rebeca[11]等，基于 XML






















（3）这些事件引擎对外都是以 API 的方式提供服务，并不直接提供 Web 服
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